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Chapter Directors

Chapter Directors
Charles & Kathy
Friedman

Ozark trip
visitor who
showed up on
our last night
of fun!

Director’s Desk
Hello Chapter O!
It is September 13th, and I should be saying “just 3 more days to Maggie
Valley!”
There is a wickedly, wild, woman named Florence wreaking havoc with
North Carolina. It looks like she is going to stay awhile. Maggie Valley is
under a flash flood watch (6-15 inches of rain is predicted) for the next five
days. As of this morning 3 out of 4 gas stations were out of fuel. It was
unanimously decided at the Wednesday night dinner to cancel our Maggie
Valley trip this year. GWRRA is big on safety. Safety is not only the way you
ride, sometimes it is the location you ride to. How I would love to see the
waterfalls after all the rain!
Although we are no longer going to Maggie Valley, all is not lost. We are
heading to Missouri and Arkansas Saturday morning. Knowing the group
that is going, there will be plenty of stories to be told.
Fall is in the air. One can tell by the cool nights, and Paul and Jane are
getting ready to return to Florida for the winter. I tell them every year”
Remember you are on loan to Florida.Your home is with Chapter O.”
Just because fall is approaching, does not mean Chapter O is slowing
down. We still have plenty of rides, Fall Festival Parade, and the clay pigeon
shoot.
I received an e-mail last week from a lady in Orleans, IN. She and her
husband had started riding again after several years. She had seen our ride
schedule and was really impressed. If they had lived a little closer, they
would have joined our Chapter. Maintaining a ride schedule such as ours
requires a lot of work, but is well worth it. If you have any ride ideas, do
not hesitate to tell us.
Until the next time Charles calls AIS,
Kathy and Charles
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Rider Education
To All Members and Members to Be,
Vernon Hunt
Rider Educator

Fall is upon us with many opportunities at enjoying the open back
roads and fall colors that this time of year brings. There is not one of us
that does not enjoy getting out and experience what Mother Nature has in
store for us before the winter weather makes us put our mighty steeds in
hibernation.
When we get out on the backroads there are a few things we need to
be very cautious about. Mother Nature, along with her beauty of this time
of year, also has a few tricks up her sleeve. The farmers are out in the fields
and their crops are being harvested. Farm equipment is very large and
takes a lot of the road and moves very slow. This equipment can be around
the next corner causing some very dangerous conditions. They can leave
hydraulic fluid on the road and grain can be leaked out onto the road
which can be just as dangerous as loose gravel.
Another possibility is Mother Nature’s critters escaping the fields,
moving at night, or even during the day. This, in itself can bring very
dangerous conditions for two and three wheelers. Traveling on two or four
lane roads this time of year can be very dangerous to any one of us. So
giving yourself plenty of time for your trips this time of year would be to
your advantage.
To sum it all up, it would be a good idea to travel in groups and start
early and try to get to a stopping point before dusk as it seems that this is
when our creatures that Mother Nature has thrown in the mix like to
travel and be very careful in the farming communities as the farmers have
their job to do as well.
Ride safe so we all can meet again,
Vernon Hunt (Ride Educator for Chapter O)
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District Rider Education

Rick & Debbie
Warmels
District Rider
Educator

“Oh No” you say. Not another fall riding safety reminder. It seems like we get these every
dang year!
Well you’d be right. We’ve spent the last several months enjoying long, mainly sunny days of
summer riding and there’s some safe riding techniques and strategies we need to adjust now
that fall is upon us. It’s a lot better to spend a few minutes read’n and think’n about fall riding
than to be zipping around a corner and see a bunch of corn spillage on the road and panic.
This is not earth-shaking stuff but below is a compilation of some tips and suggestions to keep
in mind while enjoying the best time to ride (in my humble opinion). This would also be a
GREAT topic to discuss at your next Chapter gathering!
Leaves – While they’re beautiful to look at as they change colors, when they get on the road,
wet or dry, they take up a lot of our bike’s traction. Whether wet or dry, driving through
stacks of leaves can reduce traction, making it difficult to stop. A simple reduction of speed and
awareness can make all the difference.
Deer Season - As crops are harvested, the area deer can forage is reduced and deer are being
pushed into other areas and, in many cases, closer to the road. The best defense is to stay
aware, particularly while in rural areas. Scan the roadway and just off of the shoulders and
watch for deer crossings. Typically deer movement peaks at dusk and dawn. Areas where
crops or timber are relatively close to the road present the greatest challenge. These are ideal
places for deer to cross and, unfortunately, provide us the shortest reaction time.
Frost - Fall brings variable weather conditions. Often midday temperatures may be warm and
comfortable for motorcycle riding, while overnight temperatures may be near freezing. It
becomes necessary to be cognizant of frost on the roadway in the early morning hours during
the fall. Be sure to pay particular attention for frost on bridge decks or other elevated
surfaces, railroad crossings, and in shady areas where the morning sun might not have melted
the frost yet. Frost is ICE!
Riding Gear - Don’t get left in the cold. In the fall, temperatures can run the spectrum from
warm to below freezing. In most cases, regardless of midday temperatures, the temperature
will significantly drop once the sun starts to set. It’s always a good idea to keep cold weather
gear with you just in case you get detained or ride longer than you anticipated. Riding while
extremely cold is a distraction reducing your ability to control the motorcycle safely, not to
mention just being uncomfortable. Treat your eye protection with some form of anti-fogging
agent before riding in cold temperatures.
Lights Check - Now that the days are shorter, you will probably go riding in the dark so check
your headlights, brake lights and turn lights are in great working condition.
Check the Weather - Personally speaking, I don't always do a good job of looking at the
advance weather and thus I've been caught up in not so desirable weather. A little advance
planning might cause a re-route for you, keeping you out of the wicked stuff. And no matter
how hard you research, you may still get caught by surprise, so be ready.
Lowered Visibilities - One thing I’ve noticed in fall riding is that with the sun at a lower angle in
the sky, shadows become longer, darker and occur earlier in the day in much more of the
riding area than during mid-summer. That not only contributes to cooler air along the way,
but can cause poor visibility of road surfaces and hazards. This is particularly true if you wear
dark sunglasses during the ride. Wearing only lightly tinted shades or a helmet with retractable
sun shade or even a photochromatic shield can help improve vision into those dark shadows.
So, perhaps the best ideas of all: ride safe, slow down, enjoy the views and the splendor of
autumn. And remember, the colors don’t last long, so plan that fall color ride!
Until next time………
Rick and Debbie Warmels
Indiana Educators
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Minutes of Last Gathering
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

☺

☺
☺
☺
☺

Pledge of Allegiance
Guest: Jack Winterheimer. Welcome
Reviewed Birthdays, Anniversaries, and Past Rides and Events
October 6th is the Evansville Fall Festival Parade. Time and where
to meet will be disclosed at a later date
Indiana now has District Ride Coordinators Tim & Wendy Watson.
They have a Facebook page with up to date ride information for
rides in Indiana. (Facebook information: GWRRA Indiana District
Ride Coordinator Group)
Vern discussed pre-trip bike inspections. Not only should you
check your bike but you should also inspect your trailer hitch,
harness, and chains. CB talk should be minimized in high traffic
areas and in a large group you must keep your squelch down
Cathy passed out medical forms for everyone to update their medical information. She discussed where she puts them in her bike
Deb Weis won the candy jar
Ginny Edwards won Paul and Jane’s money jar that contained
$3,000
Next gathering October 14th

GWRRA ANNIVERSARY
Tom and Louise Lamey
Members since 2007
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October 2018
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

Vern Hunt and
Diane
Angemeier’s
Anniversary

October 8th
Canada
Thanksgiving

7

8

Lori
Adkins’
Birthday

9

10

11

12

13

19

20

26

27

David and
Lynn Hunt’s
Anniversary

14

15

16

17

Paul and Jane
Davis’
Anniversary

October 31
Halloween

21

22

Patty
Downs’
Birthday

28

Charles and
Kathy
Friedman’s
Anniversary

23

24

Richard
Maile’s Birthday

29

18

30

31
Ed
Shreiner’s
Birthday

25
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Events Page
October 2018
1. 6th-Fall Festival Parade
2. 14th-Chapter Gathering
3. 14th-Clay Pigeon Shoot/Chili
Cook off
November 2018
1. 11th-Chapter Gathering
2. 18th-Evansville Christmas Parade
December 2018
1. 1st-Christmas Party
January 2019
1. 1st-Polar Bear Ride
2. 13th-Chapter Gathering
3. 25th-Wingers-N-Waves Cruise
February 2019
1. 10th-Chapter Gathering
2. 22nd-23rd-Indiana Winter
Rendezvous
March 2019
1. 10th-Chapter Gathering
2. 25th-April 2nd– 40 to Phoenix
April 2019
1. 14th-Chapter Gathering
May 2019
1. 12th-Chapter Gathering
2. 27th-June 7-Wingers-N-Waves
Cruise
3. 29th-June 2nd-Missouri State
Rally
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Ride
meeting
places are:
Henderson,
KY
Thorntons
Gas Station on
Highway 41
closest to the
twin bridges
2855 US
Highway 41
Evansville, IN
Marathon Gas
Station
Lynch & N
Burkhardt Rd
3526
Interstate Drive
At Restaurant
The Chapter will
meet at the
restaurant
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Ride Schedule for the Month

DATE

MEET AT

LEAVE TIME NAME

CITY/STATE ESTIMATED
MILES

Oct 6th

Evansville

TBA

Fall Festival
Parade

Evansville, IN 0

Oct 7th

Henderson

11am

Pennyrile St. Dawson
Park
Springs, KY

70

Oct 10th

Evansville

6pm

Nisbet Inn

Haubstadt,
IN

22

Oct 13th

Henderson

1pm

Philly’s

Greenville,
KY

62

Oct 14th

At Rest

12pm

Clay Pigeon
Shoot

Mt Vernon,
IN

Oct 20th

Evansville

12pm

The
Jasper, IN
Schnitzelbank

57

Oct 21st

Henderson

11am

Ky Fall Color Kentucky
Ride

?

Oct 24th

At Rest

6pm

St Phillips Inn Evansville, IN

Oct 27th

Henderson

8am

Hot Plate &
The
Corvette
Museum

Franklin, KY

114

Oct 28th

Henderson

11am

Southern IL
Fall Ride

IL

?

Nov 3rd

Henderson

3:30pm

Poole Mill
Restaurant

Poole, KY

16
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Fall Festival Parade
October 6, 2018
Evansville, IN
Franklin St
Line up time/place TBA
Decorate Bikes in Red/White/Blue
Bummer Note: We cannot throw
candy
Bummer Bummer Note: We are
usually lined up around scary
clowns!!!!
The Evansville Fall Festival Parade 2016

Clay Pigeon Shoot/Chili Cookout
October 14th
Noon
Dennis and Debbie Juncker’s House
Bring Dessert/Chips/Crackers/Drinks
Bring Guns and Ammo
Call Dennis or Debbie for more information.
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Illinois District Rally
Or how to have fun in the sun
Kathy Friedman
Illinois District Rally was August 3 & 4th. We left from my work at noon on
Friday 3rd. Charles arrived about 15 minutes earlier to show off the bike to anyone who
may be interested in seeing the bike.
Now, I can honesty say there have been many different vehicles in and out of ProMark’s
parking lot over the years, but nothing as good looking as our trike and trailer.
It was warm (not too hot) and sunny when we left Evansville. The farther we
went into Illinois, the hotter it became. Add the humidity, and the fact we were riding
the interstate made for a long miserable ride. After a quick stop in Lebanon for gas and
something cool to drink, we were on the road again.
We finally pulled into Niehaus’s parking lot around 3:30, wrung out and tired
from the heat. We had just got off the bike when we saw Dennis and Debbie toward us.
After wishing them a “Happy Anniversary” they got on their bike and headed home. We
were headed toward Niehaus to register when we saw Jay from A2. We met Jay at
“Spring Wing Warm-Up.” As we were walking up to the table to register we
saw Paul and Jane. They had made the trip up on Thursday. Once registered for the
rally, we went to our motel to register for the weekend.
The motel was only two blocks away, so we made it back to Niehaus in time for
the dinner. Dinner consisted of a pork chop sandwich, slaw and a drink. The dinner was
outside in the parking lot. There were tables under tents for us to sit. Although the heat
was bad, the gnats were worse!
After dinner, Illinois District Officers sold balloons for the balloon release at dusk.
The idea was to buy a balloon and write the name of a loved one who had passed on it.
After a poem was read the balloons were released. The balloons being different shapes
and colors were beautiful against the early evening sky. Paul, Jane, Charles, and I left
before the light parade and headed for Dairy Queen close by.
The flag parade was Saturday morning. We arrived back at Niehaus early on
Saturday. Line up for the flag parade was around 10am, with the parade starting around
11. We had time to visit the vendors in the building where the used bikes are kept.
There were vendors selling t-shirts (bought 3), caps (bought 1), purses (not this time),
leather belts (wanted one, but had spent too much money on t-shirts and cap). Dan and
Martha Ribling with Chapter O -Il was selling patches. Had to stop by and talk to them
for a while. Soon it was time to line up for the flag parade.
A flag parade consisted of flags from every state, all the military branches, the POW
flag and of course the American Flag. The flags are carried by the passenger on the bikes.
Charles and I had the Indiana state flag, and Paul and Jane had the Marines flag. We had a
police escort that led us out of the parking lot, through town, out in the country, past
campgrounds, to the city lake and back. The ride was about 15 miles one way.
After we returned the flags, we went to a local bakery that served lunch. Paul and Jane’s
friends Mike and Sue from the Ocala, Fla. Chapter met us at the bakery. After lunch, we
went back to Niehaus. Niehaus closes at 4pm and closing ceremonies were to begin at
another motel around 6. We headed back to the motel to relax.
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Illinois District Rally
Or how to have fun in the sun Kathy Friedman cont..
Closing ceremonies was nice, but a little too long lasting - over 2 hours. They gave
away at least 50 door prizes, consisting of free registrations for rallies, or gift cards to
local restaurants. Charles won a gift card to Ruby Tuesdays. After closing ceremonies,
we headed back to town for a bite to eat.
We had a lot of fun, and were surprised to see all the people we knew. The overall
attendance was 218, with 13 Chapters from Indiana. We will be attending this rally
again.
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Whistle Stop September 1st

Dan Roberts
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Fall Trip to the Ozarks

Jim Swanson

Hello
These are my memories of Chapter O’s trip to the Ozarks.
Our pre-trip bike inspections included brake inspections, brake fluid change, airing of
tires, light checks, and an oil leak repair. Cleaning and polishing done and we are set to
roll. We had been readying ourselves for the chance to join in on Chapter O’s yearly
trek to Maggie Valley N.C. However, Mother Nature changed all that with the arrival of
hurricane Florence. Mary and I made our decision to travel west to Arkansas. With
rides planned we headed to a Wednesday night Chapter O meal at Bandanas restaurant
where we hoped we would find others that thought a change of plans was necessary. It
was decided. The Ozarks.
Day 1
We met Saturday morning at Shoney’s for breakfast. We were joined by other
Chapter O members who saw us off on our vacation. We left with eight bikes.
Surprisingly, five were ridden by single riders Cathy and Dan Roberts, Becky Cassity,
Wendy Bengert, and Vernon Hunt. Three trikes were ridden by Charlie and Linda
Willett, Charles and Kathy Friedman , and myself and wife Mary Swanson. Everyone’s
bike was shining like a new penny, especially Vern’s 2018 Goldwing. We traveled the
roads of Western KY And Southern IL where we crossed the Mississippi river at Cairo
IL. Our route took us to an old favorite restaurant of Chapter O’s - Lambert’s in
Sikeston MO. The food and service is legendary and we did not leave disappointed. We
continued our travel to our first night’s lodging in Poplar Bluff, MO. There we found
delicious ice cream at a nearby ice cream shop.
Day 2
Sunday morning began with what was to become a daily ritual. All of our motels
offered complimentary breakfast complete with eggs, biscuits and gravy, fruit, cereal,
sausage, pancakes or waffles, milk , coffee and juice. All the food was well prepared ,
quite tasty and the nourishment everyone needed for the day’s journey. Our travels
across Missouri were enjoyable and Hwy. 160 turned out to be quite fun. Charles has a
way of finding roads like that. Once settled in at the motel we all enjoyed a meal at a
nearby Seafood restaurant. Everyone retired early to prepare for our first day of riding
in the Ozarks.
Day 3 Monday began like every day with temperatures in the 70”s. Our ride took us
over two dams ( Table Rock and Beaver ) at Table Rock lake. After a stop for photos
we continued on to a Golden Gate style suspension bridge. A stop on the other side of
the bridge allowed us to see how it flexes and bows as vehicles cross the one lane,
wood plank roadway. From there, we travelled to the quaint town of Eureka Springs.
There we enjoyed lunch and a little shopping.
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Fall Trip to the Ozarks cont..

Jim Swanson

T shirts and fudge were seemed to be the prized purchase. Our next stop was at a lake
crossing. As we waited for the ferry to arrive, a quick check of the temperature
showed 96 dg. Whew! That trend continued for the remainder of the week but, the
trip across the lake was a welcome respite. Our day continued as we headed back to
Branson with a stop at Fat Daddy’s BBQ. The owner was quite accommodating and
thankful for our patronage. He even followed us to our bikes and was recruited to take
the pictures of us in front of his colorful building. Day 3 was a sightseer’s dream and the
sun couldn’t stay out long enough to see us back to the motel. The darkness reminded
us of how impressive our Goldwings are when the lights are on after sunset.
Day 4
We headed to higher ground Tuesday, as we travelled the famous Hwy. 23 ,
known by bikers as The Pig Trail. Twisty turning roads complete with switch backs
were the norm. I personally found riding at elevation thrilling and am already counting
the days to the next adventure in the mountains. A stop at the top of the mountain
yielded majestic views and a welcome break from the heat. The day ended in
Clarksville, Ar. A local diner served us dinner as well as the next days breakfast. The
prices were probably the best value of any of our stops.
Day 5
Wednesday started at a crossroad. Do we continue further into Arkansas
where the temps would surely get hotter ? Or start working our way back to Missouri
since the chance of storms were predicted for Friday? It was at that point that I learned
to appreciate what everyone else already knew. Never doubt the ability of our leaders
to find great roads to ride and keep our safety first. We snaked our way through tree
lined mountain highways to Springfield MO A shower and a meal cooled us all down
and we gathered in the lobby where the men fixed all the Goldwing problems and the
ladies had fun playing a dice game called Left Right Center.
Day 6
From Springfield we continued our travels East. More great , well paved roads
led us through the Mark Twain National Forest to a fuel stop where we heard a sonic
boom from an aircraft - a sound I had not heard for more than 50 years. It was quite
impressive. The day ended in Farmington MO
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Fall Trip to the Ozarks cont...

Jim Swanson

Day 7
As we woke for our final leg home, a peek out the motel window revealed what
we already knew was coming, rain. Undeterred , we donned our rain gear and headed
east. Once again, another well chosen route took us across the Mississippi river to
Chester Illinois, the home of the creator of the famous cartoon character, Popeye. As
we made our way through Carbondale we passed another group of Goldwing riders. As
we waved at each other, a familiar voice came across the CB. Paul Davis and his friends
from DuQion IL were enjoying a Friday morning ride through southern IL. Our final
stop as a group was in Harrisburg IL. There we shared a meal at the Ponderosa buffet.
As we said our goodbyes, I realized how fortunate I am to have found such a great group
of people to share something we all enjoy! God bless you all.
Safe travels everyone,
Jim Swanson

First Solo Trip

Wendy Bengert

Hello Everyone!
It’s finally here. The week we’ve been planning for the last year! HELLO,
MAGGIE VALLEY, NC!! But wait, what’s this? Enter hurricane Florence. Oh no. Rain,
rain, more rain, power outages, gasoline shortages. Looks like a change of plans.
Where to go? Go west, Chapter O, go west. So that is what we did, riding through
Missouri and Arkansas.
Other than our weekend rides, this was going to be my first long distance solo
ride driving the trike on my own after Jim’s passing. And I have to say, I had a blast! I
learned a lot about driving hills and curves and how my trike responds. But more than
once, I heard a voice in my head saying, “Slow down, don’t run over Becky!” or “You
have always had a lead foot”. Jim was still taking care of me and I felt him right beside
me on each trip. I can still hear him say the first time he started teaching me how to
drive, “I don’t think there is anything scarier than letting someone else drive your
“baby” for the first time.” I’m taking caring of her, I promise.
I actually thought that I would get a lot more tired than I did. The heat was
what bothered me the most but that would have happened even if I was just riding.
Hopefully, everything will back to normal next year for the trip to Maggie Valley. At
least, it is usually cooler than this trip. I consider this a practice run for Maggie Valley
and the Dragon next year. The Ozark mountains had hills and curves, but I still like the
Blue Ridge mountains better.
So, for the next 357 days (but who’s counting LOL), we will all be looking
forward to next year’s trip to Maggie Valley!!
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Fall Trip to the Ozarks Pictures

More Pictures on
Chapter O’s Website

Vern Hunt
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Fall Trip to the Ozarks Pictures

Kathy Friedman

More Pictures on
Chapter O’s Website
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Ride to the Front Porch September 30th

Diane Angermeier

We had 6 bikes and 8 Chapter O members go on the ride to
the Front Porch in Marion, KY.
The food was really good and so was the weather. Thanks
to Becky Cassitty for leading the ride.
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Get Your Flu Shot Early!

Cathy Roberts

The best way to prevent flu and its potentially serious complications is
getting a flu vaccine.
Fall brings cooler temperatures, colorful leaves, and football games. It also
means another flu season is upon us. Last year’s was rough. The CDC classified
2017-2018 a high severity season with high levels of outpatient clinic,
emergency room visits, high hospitalization rates, and high numbers of influenza
activity across the United States. The CDC estimates the flu causes between
12,000 and 56,000 deaths annually in the U.S.

Early
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GWRRA National and Indiana District Contacts

GWRRA National

Indiana District Staff

President
Anita and JR Alkire
aalkire@gwrra.org

District Directors
Ray & Melinda Faber (765)
307-0134
indd2016@yahoo.com

Rider Education
Tim and Anna Grimes
director-re@gwrra.org
Membership Enhancement
Larry and Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

District Ride Educator
Rick & Debbie Warmels
(206) 740-2321
rwarmels@mchsi.com
Assistant Riders Education
Dennis & Debbie Juncker
(812) 457-8486
ddjuncker@yahoo.com
Membership Enhancement
Wendy Bengert
(812) 454-4574
ninnybeng@aol.com
Ride Coordinators
Tim & Wendy Watson
(502) 419-0989
(260) 503-4447
Timsmark2000@sbcglobal.net
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GWRRA National Event
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GWRRA National Event March 25th-April 2nd 2019

10th ANNUAL “40 TO PHOENIX”
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GWRRA National Event Wing Ding 41 Aug 27th-31st
2019

Music City Nashville, TN
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Indiana Event Winter Rendezvous Feb 22nd-23rd 2019

chaptero.elementfx.com
Chapter IN-O is affiliated with the Gold Wing Road Riders
Association. It is located in Indiana’s District. The chapter was
chartered in 1988 and has members from Evansville, Indiana,
Southwestern Indiana, and Northwestern Kentucky.

The Gold Wing Road Riders Association is the world’s largest
social organization for owners and riders of Honda Gold Wings
and Valkyrie motorcycles. We are actually a large family who live
by the following motto:

Friends for Fun, Safety, and Knowledge

Chapter IN-O meets the second Sunday of every month at:

Archie & Clyde’s
8309 Bell Oaks Drive
Newburgh, IN 47630

We eat at 5:00 and meet at 6:00 Everyone is always welcome!

